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A COHOMOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF
DERIVATIONS ON GRADED ALGEBRAS
XIA LIAO AND MATHIAS SCHULZE
Abstract. We trace derivations through Demazure’s correspondence between a finitely
generated positively graded normal k-algebras A and normal projective k-varieties X
equipped with an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor D. We obtain a generalized Euler sequence
involving a sheaf onX whose space of global sections consists of all homogeneous k-linear
derivations of A and a sheaf of logarithmic derivations on X .
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1. Introduction
As an elementary motivation for the topic of this article, we recall the Euler sequence
on projective space X = Pnk over a field k. Setting M := OX(1)
n+1, it reads
(1.1) 0→ OX → M → ΘX → 0.
For any d ∈ Z, H0(X,M ⊗ OX(d)) computes the homogeneous k-linear derivations of
degree d of the section ring A =
⊕
d≥0H
0(X,OX(d)). In fact, the section ring identifies
with the polynomial ring A = k[x0, . . . , xn] and the module of k-linear derivations of A,
Derk(A) ∼=
n⊕
i=0
A∂xi
∼= A(1)n+1,
is free of rank n+ 1. Therefore, D˜erk(A) ∼= M and H0(X,M ⊗ OX(d)) ∼= Derk(A)d.
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There is the following generalization due to Wahl [Wah83a]. Let k be algebraically
closed of characteristic 0, let X be a normal projective k-variety, and let L ∼= OX(D) be
the sheaf of sections of an ample line bundle L on X. Then
• there exists a coherent OX-module M and a short exact sequence (1.1),
• π∗M ∼= DerL−1(− logX), where π : L
−1 → X is the projection, andX is identified
with the zero section of the line bundle L−1,
• H0(X,M ⊗ L d) computes the homogeneous k-linear derivations of degree d of
the graded normal section ring
⊕
i≥0H
0(X,L i), and,
• if dimX ≥ 2 and d < 0, H0(X,M ⊗L d) ∼= H0(X,ΘX ⊗L d).
Based on this result and a generalization of Zariski’s lemma due to Mori and Sumihiro,
Wahl gave a cohomological characterization of projective space: If X is smooth and
H0(X,ΘX ⊗ L −1) 6= 0, then (X,L ) ∼= (Pnk ,OX(1)) or (X,L )
∼= (P1k,OX(2)). From
his investigations, Wahl derived the conjecture [Wah83b, Conj. 1.4] that normal graded
isolated singularities do not admit negative degree derivations, at least for some choice of
grading. In case of isolated complete intersection singularities (ICIS), where the grading
is essentially unique, Aleksandrov [Ale85, §6] studied this conjecture. His results are
affirmative if at least one defining equation has multiplicity at least 3, but he also gives
counter-examples.
In this article, we give a cohomological interpretation of homogeneous derivations on an
arbitrary finitely generated positively graded normal algebra over an arbitrary field k. Our
approach relies on a construction due to Demazure reviewed in §2: To a k-algebra A under
consideration, one associates an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on X = ProjA, unique up
to adding a principal divisor, such that OX(iD) ∼= OX(i) (see (2.2)) for any i ∈ Z.
Conversely, given a normal projective k-variety X equipped with an ample Q-Cartier
Q-divisor D, the section ring A =
⊕
i∈NH
0(X,OX(iD)) is a finitely generated positively
graded normal k-algebra. These two constructions are mutually inverse, hence any finitely
generated positively graded normal k-algebra A takes the form
⊕
i∈NH
0(X,OX(iD)) for
an appropriate Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on X = ProjA. Watanabe [Wat81] described the
depth and the Cohen–Macaulay and Gorenstein properties of A in terms of D.
Theorem 1.1 (Generalized Euler Sequence). Let X be a normal projective k-variety with
singular locus Z := Xsing, D an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor and A the section ring.
(1) For any d ∈ Z, there is a coherent reflexive OX-module MD,d (see (3.2)) on X
and divisors WD,d and LD,d (see Definition 4.5). They fit into an exact sequence
(1.2) 0 // OX(dD +WD,d)
ϕ
//MD,d
ψ
// DerX(dD − logLD,d) // H
2
Z(OX(dD +WD,d)),
where H •Z is Grothendieck’s local cohomology sheaf with support Z and DerX(dD −
logLD,d) is a certain sheaf of logarithmic derivations (see Definitions 3.5 and 4.5).
(2) If dimX ≥ 1, then the space of global sections H0(X,MD,d) identifies with the
space Derk(A)d of homogeneous degree-d k-linear derivations on A.
Proof. Proposition 5.1 proves (1) and Lemma 3.3 proves (2). 
Remark 1.2. (1) The hypotheses for §4 show that Z in Theorem 1.1 may be replaced
by the locus where some irreducible component of D fails to be Cartier. However, the
local cohomology sheaf in (1.2) is only a coarse estimate for the image of ψ in general.
(2) In case A is a graded normal surface singularity, the sequence (1.2) was described
by Wahl [Wah88, (4.3) Thm.].
(3) In case D is a Cartier (integer) divisor, the sequence (1.2) reduces to the short
exact Euler sequence of Wahl (see [Wah83a, Thm. 1.3]) which takes the form (1.1).
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Alternatively it can be obtained by adapting our arguments in §4 (see Remark 4.4).
Wahl proves surjectivity of ψ using a smoothness argument limited to the case where D
is a Cartier divisor (see Remark 2.1).
(4) A particular case of the sequence (1.2) can be obtained by dualizing the sequence
in the proof of [Fle81a, (8.9) Lem.]. There is also short exact Euler sequence for toric
varieties (see [CLS11, Thm. 8.1.6]).
(5) There is a vast generalization of the Demazure correspondence due to Altmann,
Hausen and Su¨ss [AH06, AHS08].
Corollary 1.3. Assume that ch k = 0, that A is (S3), and that X is (R2) of dimension
dimX ≥ 2. Then there is a short exact sequence
(1.3) 0 // OX(dD) //MD,d // DerX(dD − logLD,d) // 0
whose sequence of global sections is short exact as well. In particular, if d < 0, then
Derk(A)d ∼= H
0(X,MD,d) ∼= H
0(X,DerX(dD − logLD,d)).
Proof. The proof is given in Proposition 5.3. 
Corollary 1.4. If X is regular, WD,d = 0, and LD,d a free divisor in the sense of
Saito [Sai80], then the extension class of the short exact sequence (1.3) is given by εD ∈
H1(X,Ω1X(logLD,d)) (see (5.9)).
Proof. The proof is given in Proposition 5.4. 
We present two examples:
In §6.1, we consider an ICIS counter-example to Wahl’s conjecture found by Michel
Granger and the second author (see [GS14]). We describe the associated projective
variety X and its singularities and apply our results to interpret a degree-−1 derivation
as a twisted vector field on X .
In §6.2, we study the degree-−1 derivations on k[x, y, z]/〈xy − z2〉 with x, y, z all of
degree 1. Notice that if ch(k) 6= 2 there is no such derivation, while if ch(k) = 2, ∂z is
one such derivation. We will give a cohomological explanation of this phenomenon.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Jonathan Wahl for stimulating questions and
useful hints.
2. Demazure’s construction
Demazure [Dem88] established a correspondence between
(A) finitely generated positively graded normal algebras A over a field k and
(B) normal projective k-varieties X equipped with an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor de-
fined up to (Z-)linear equivalence.
In the following, we briefly summarize the main features of this correspondence.
(B) (A). We start with an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on a normal projective k-
variety X . More specifically, this condition means that we can write D as a finite sum
over prime Weil divisors V (codimension-1 subvarieties of X)
(2.1) D =
∑
V
rV · V, rV =
pV
qV
∈ Q,
where pV and qV > 0 are coprime integers for each V , and there exists a positive integer
N such that ND is an ample Cartier (integer) divisor. For any k-variety X , let K(X)
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denote the space of rational functions and KX the corresponding constant sheaf. With
⌊−⌋ being the coefficient-wise round-down, one defines
(2.2) OX(D) := OX(⌊D⌋)
in the usual way as a coherent reflexive OX-submodule of KX . Consider the following
quasicoherent graded OX-algebra
(2.3) A :=
⊕
i∈Z
Ai ⊃
⊕
i∈N
Ai =: A
+.
defined by
Ai := OX(iD)T
i.
The inclusion (2.3) yields an open embedding of cylinders
(2.4) C := SpecX A


// SpecX A
+ =: C+
π
// X
over X whose complement is the image of the zero-section of C+ → X defined by A + →
A0, which is isomorphic to X (see [Dem88, 2.2 Lem.]).
Remark 2.1. In case D is a Cartier (integer) divisor, OX(D) is the sheaf of sections of
an ample line bundle L on X . The cylinder C+ then becomes the total space of the line
bundle L−1 (see [Wah83a, (1.2)]) and the morphism π is smooth. This was used by Wahl
to construct the short exact sequence (1.1) in this case (see [Wah83a, Proof of Thm. 1.3]).
In general π is smooth if and only if it is flat with geometrically regular fibers. By
[Dem88, 2.8 Prop.], the latter enforces qV = 1 in (2.1). Moreover, flatness of A over OX
means that Ai ∼= OX(iD) is locally free for all i ∈ Z. Therefore smoothness of π occurs
exactly in the case D is a Cartier (integer) divisor.
The desired positively graded k-algebra associated with X and D is
A := H0(X,A +) =
⊕
i∈N
Ai, Ai := H
0(X,OX(iD))T
i.
The restriction morphisms A→ H0(U,A +) glue to a canonical morphism
(2.5) C+ → SpecA =: Γ+,
contracting the image of the zero-section of C+ → X to the vertex m of the cone Γ+. It
induces an isomorphism
(2.6) C ∼= Γ := SpecA \ {m}
of the open cylinder with the open cone and, by passing to the Gm-quotient, an isomor-
phism
X ∼= ProjA,
where A is finitely generated (see [Dem88, 3.2 Prop., 3.3 Prop.]). In particular, this gives
an identification (see [Dem88, Cor.(3.2)]).
(2.7) K(C) = K(X)(T ) = Q(A).
The normality of Γ+ and hence A follows using (2.6) from [Dem88, 2.7 Lem.] and [Wat81,
Cor. (2.3)], together with Serre’s normality criterion. Alternatively, it can be verified
directly by checking that A is a sheaf of integrally closed rings.
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(A) (B). Assume now conversely given a finitely generated positively graded normal
k-algebra A. Then one obtains a normal projective k-variety by setting
X := ProjA.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the degrees of the generators are coprime.
For i ∈ Z, denote as usual by
OX(i) := A˜(i)
the coherent sheaf on X associated with the graded module A(i). Taking Ai := OX(i),
one obtains quasicoherent graded OX-algebras A ⊃ A + and cylinders C ⊂ C+ as in (2.3)
and (2.4). By assumption on the degrees of the generators of A, there is a homogeneous
rational function T ∈ Q(A) of degree 1. By the way C is defined, T ∈ K(C) and the
homogeneity of T means that the associated principal divisor div(T ) on C is Gm-stable.
It then comes from a Q-divisor D on X (see [Dem88, 3.5 Thm.]),
div(T ) = π∗(D).
A different choice of T , say T ′, will result in a different divisor D, say D′, on X . However,
T/T ′ ∈ K(X)(T ), being homogeneous of degree 0, implies that T/T ′ defines an f ∈
K(X). Thus, D and D′ differ by a principal divisor,
(2.8) D = D′ + div(f).
From the normality of A, one deduces the following equalities (see [Dem88, 3.5 Thm.])
(2.9) Ai = H
0(X,OX(iD))T
i, OX(i) = OX(iD)T
i, for all i ∈ Z,
of subspaces of K(C) and subsheaves of π∗KC respectively. We denote the k-th Veronese
subring of A by
A(k) :=
⊕
i∈N
Aik.
Since A is finitely generated there exists an N ≥ 1 such that, for all i ≥ 1, A(iN) is
generated over A0 by A
(iN)
1 = AiN (see [Bou98, Ch. III, §1, Prop. 3]). Combined with
the second equality in (2.9), this shows that iND is a very ample divisor for those i ≥ 1
which clear the denominators of ND.
3. Reflexive sheaves and rational derivations
We now discuss the basic idea of this paper. We adopt the setup of Demazure’s
construction (see §2) and use the following list of data freely in the sequel:
• a finitely generated positively graded normal k-algebra A with coprime degrees of
generators,
• a corresponding ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on X = ProjA,
• a homogeneous T ∈ K(C) of degree 1 with div(T ) = π−1(D),
• the graded OX-algebra A =
⊕
i∈ZOX(iD)T
i =
⊕
i∈ZOX(i),
• the cylinder π : C = SpecX(A )→ X over X and the cone Γ
+ = SpecA.
Recall that a coherent OX-module F is called reflexive if the canonical map
F → F∨∨
to the double-dual is an isomorphism. In other words, reflexive OX-modules are duals of
coherent OX-modules (see [Har80, Cor. 1.2]). In particular, the tangent sheaf
(3.1) ΘX := Derk OX = (Ω
1
X/k)
∨
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is a reflexive OX-module for any normal k-variety X . An OX-module F is called normal
if the restriction map
F (U)→ F (U \ Y )
is bijective for all U ⊂ X open and Y ⊂ U closed of codimension ≥ 2.
Lemma 3.1 ([Har80, Prop. 1.6]). A coherent OX-module F is reflexive if and only if it
is torsion-free and normal. 
The grading on π∗OC =
⊕
i∈ZOX(iD)T
i induces a grading on the OX-module
(3.2) MD := π∗ΘC = Derk π∗OC =
⊕
d∈Z
MD,d, MD,d = (π∗ΘC)d.
The following two lemmas establish the properties of MD,d stated in Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 3.2. The sheaves (π∗ΘC)d are coherent reflexive OX-modules.
Proof. Since ΘC is a coherent OC-module and π∗ is exact (π is an affine morphism), π∗ΘC
is a coherent π∗OC-module. It follows that (π∗ΘC)d is coherent over (π∗OC)0 = OX .
Let y ∈ X be an arbitrary (closed or non-closed) point. By [Dem88, 2.5], π−1(y)red ∼=
Specκ(y)[t, t−1] is 1-dimensional. In particular, this implies that codimC π
−1(Y ) =
codimX Y for any closed subset Y ⊂ X . Thus, reflexivity of (π∗ΘC)d follows from reflex-
ivity of ΘC (see 3.1) using Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.3. If dimX ≥ 1, then H0(X, (π∗ΘC)d) = (Derk A)d.
Proof. Since A is a normal k-algebra, Γ+ is normal affine k-variety (see (2.5)) and
codimΓ+{m} = dim(Γ
+) = dimX + 1 ≥ 2 where m is the vertex of Γ+. By (3.1)
and Lemma 3.1, ΘΓ+ is normal and, using (2.6), there is a graded identification
Derk A = H
0(Γ+,ΘΓ+) = H
0(Γ,ΘΓ) = H
0(C,ΘC) = H
0(X, π∗ΘC). 
The following lemma serves to define the maps in the generalized Euler sequence (1.2)
in Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 3.4. There is a canonically split short exact sequence
(3.3) 0 // KC
Φ
// Derk KC
Ψ
// π∗ Derk KX // // 0
1 ✤ // T∂T
obtained as the localization of an underlying graded sequence.
Proof. Since T in (2.7) is transcendental over K(X), K(X) ⊂ K(C) a separable field ex-
tension. This yields a short exact sequence ofK(C)-vector spaces (see [Mat89, Thm. 26.6])
0← ΩK(C)/K(X) ← ΩK(C)/k ← K(C)⊗K(X) ΩK(X)/k ← 0.
Its K(C)-dual reads
(3.4) 0→ DerK(X)(K(C))→ Derk(K(C))→ K(C)⊗K(X) Derk(K(X))→ 0.
Since Ω1K(X)[T ]/K(X) = K(X)[T ]dT and Ka¨hler differentials commute with localization,
DerK(X)(K(C)) = HomK(C)(Ω
1
K(C)/K(X), K(C))
= HomK(C)(K(C)⊗K(X)[T±1] Ω
1
K(X)[T±1]/K(X), K(C))
= K(C)⊗K(X)[T±1] HomK(C)(Ω
1
K(X)[T±1]/K(X), K(X)[T
±1])
= K(C)⊗K(X)[T±1] DerK(X)(K(X)[T
±1])
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is a localization of the graded module DerK(X)(K(X)[T
±1]) which is free with with ho-
mogeneous basis T∂T of degree 0. Similarly the entire sequence (3.4) is obtained by
localizing the dual of the graded short exact sequence
(3.5) 0← ΩK(X)[T ]/K(X) ← ΩK(X)[T ]/k ← K(X)[T ]⊗K(X) ΩK(X)/k.
Viewing all terms of the sequence (3.4) as constant sheaves yields the sequence (3.3).
The canonical splitting of the sequence (3.4) is induced the composition of the inclusions
Derk(K(X)) →֒ Derk(K(X)[T ]) →֒ Derk(K(C)),
the first one defined by setting σ(T ) = 0 for any σ ∈ Derk(K(X)), and the second one
by extension to the fraction field. 
Now we are ready to explain the idea behind Theorem 1.1: By Lemma 3.3 and (3.2), any
δ ∈ (Derk A)d can be considered as a rational derivation δ ∈ H
0(X,Derk π∗KC) = K(C)
with the additional requirement that
(3.6) δ(OX(iD)T
i) ⊂ OX((i+ d)D)T
i+d.
More explicitly, for a dense open subset U and its (dense open) preimage V := π−1(U),
the restriction of δ to U in H0(U, π∗(ΘC)d) ⊂ H
0(V,ΘC) can be viewed as a rational
derivation δ ∈ Derk(K(C)). By Lemma 3.4, δ decomposes uniquely as
(3.7) δ = σ + αT∂T ,
where α ∈ K(C) and σ ∈ K(C) ⊗K(X) Derk(K(X)). The condition (3.6) imposes re-
strictions on the possible choices of σ and α in (3.7). We will investigate these options
via a local computation in §4. The first two arrows in our generalized Euler sequence in
Theorem 1.1 will be induced by the simple minded inclusion α 7→ αT dT∂T = π∗Φ(αT
d)
and the projection δ 7→ T−dσ = π∗Ψ(T
−dδ) induced by π∗ of (3.3) (see (4.12) and (4.16)).
The possible σ in (3.7) will turn out to form a sheaf of certain logarithmic derivations.
It is defined in terms of rational derivations in the spirit of Zariski (see [Kni73, Ch. I]).
Definition 3.5. Let S be a Q-divisor and L a reduced effective Weil divisor. Define
the sheaf of derivations with poles along S logarithmic along L as the sheaf sections of
the constant sheaf Derk KX of rational k-linear derivations on X which map OX(−L) to
OX(S − L) (see (2.2)),
DerX(S − logL) := OX(S − L) :Derk KX OX(−L).
Remark 3.6. For S = 0 in Definition 3.5, the sheaf DerX(S − logL) = DerX(− logL) is
the one defined by Saito [Sai80], as suggested by our notation. However for a (possibly
non-reduced) effective divisor S it differs from the multilogarithmic derivations associated
with hyperplane arrangements as defined by Ziegler (see [Zie89]).
Lemma 3.7. (1) The sheaf DerX(S − logL) is a coherent reflexive OX-module.
(2) The canonical map
DerX(− logL)⊗OX OX(S)→ DerX(S − logL)
is an isomorphism if ⌊S⌋ is a Cartier divisor.
(3) The map in (2) induces an isomorphism
(DerX(− logL)⊗OX OX(S))
∨∨ ∼= DerX(S − logL).
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Proof. The statements are of local nature, so we may assume that X = SpecB is affine.
Then H0(X,OX(S − L)) is a fractional ideal. It follows that, for any non-zero divisor
g ∈ H0(X,OX(−L)), there is an f ∈ B such that
(3.8) I := OX(S − div(f)− L) ⊂ OX(− div(g)) = OX · g ⊂ OX(−L) =: J
is a chain of inclusions of (coherent) ideal sheaves. As derivations extend uniquely to
fields of fractions, Derk(KX) = Derk(OX ,KX). Since multiplication by f defines an
automorphism of the latter OX-module, we obtain
(3.9) f ·DerX(S − logL) ∼= DerX(S − div(f)− logL).
After suitably modifying S, we may therefore assume that f = 0. By the Leibniz rule,
Derk(OX · g) ⊂ Derk(OX) and (3.8) implies that
DerX(S − logL) ∼= I :Derk OX J .
Writing J = 〈f1, . . . , fm〉OX , another application of the Leibniz rule shows that
I :Derk OX J = Derk(OX ,I :OX J ) ∩
m⋂
i=1
I :Derk OX fi.
Thus, coherence ofDerX(S−logL) follows from coherence ofDerk(OX ,M ) = H omOX (Ω
1
X ,M )
for any coherent OX-module M . Since DerX(S− logL) is defined by codimension-1 con-
ditions, it is a normal sheaf and hence reflexive by Lemma 3.1. This proves (1), and (2)
follows from (3.9) taking div(f) := ⌊S⌋. To see (3), use that ⌊S⌋ is Cartier in codimension
1 and apply (1) and Lemma 3.1. 
4. Local derivations on a cylinder
In this section, we investigate the condition (3.6). Let D be a Q-divisor on X and
write it as in (2.1). Let U = SpecB be an open affine subset of X on which all the V
appearing (2.1) are Cartier. This condition is met, for example, when U is regular.
We first treat the case where D has only one irreducible component. Equivalently,
D = p
q
V . Let g be a defining equation for V on U . The restriction of A to U is the
B-algebra
A =
⊕
i∈Z
Bg−⌊pi/q⌋T i ⊂ Bg[T, T
−1].
We aim for an explicit description of the graded algebra Derk A. Note that Ag =
Bg[T, T
−1] and hence
(4.1) Derk A ⊂ Derk Ag = Ag Derk Bg ⊕ AgT∂T .
Accordingly any derivation δ ∈ Derk A decomposes uniquely as
δ = σ + αT∂T , σ ∈ Ag Derk Bg, α ∈ Ag.
For a homogeneous δ ∈ (Derk A)d, by degree reasons,
σ′ := T−dσ ∈ Derk Bg, α
′ := T−dα ∈ Bg.
Correspondingly we consider
(4.2) δ′ := T−dδ = σ′ + α′T∂T ∈ Derk Ag.
For notational convenience, we abbreviate
(4.3) si := mi+d −mi, mi := ⌊pi/q⌋.
Then
δ′ = σ′ + α′T∂T : Bg
−miT i → Bg−mi+dT i
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and hence, cancelling T i,
σ′ + iα′ : Bg−mi → Bg−mi+d.
For any b ∈ B, this means that
(4.4) σ′(b) + b(iα′ −miσ
′(g)/g) ∈ g−siB.
The minimal si will be relevant for further investigations and we denote it by
(4.5) s := min{si | i ∈ Z},
Setting b = 1, we see that (4.4) is equivalent to the following two conditions
σ′ : B → g−sB,(4.6)
iα′ −miσ
′(g)/g ∈ g−siB for all i ∈ Z.(4.7)
Condition (4.6) implies that ordg(g
sσ′(g)/g) ≥ −1. Two cases are possible:
(a) ordg(g
sσ′(g)/g) ≥ 0
(b) ordg(g
sσ′(g)/g) = −1
We shall find out a numerical criterion, in terms of p, q and
w := ch(k),
to tell when (b) and (4.7) can simultaneously hold. Our guiding principle is the following:
If (b) holds then for si = s the excessive pole of −mig
sσ′(g)/g in (4.7) must be canceled
by igsα′. Indeed, notice that (4.7) requires in particular that
(4.8) ordg(ig
sα′ −mig
sσ′(g)/g) ≥ 0 if si = s.
We first need to see for what i can si achieve the minimum s. We use the notation
{x} := x− ⌊x⌋ in the following paragraphs. Then
si = ⌊p(i+ d)/q⌋ − ⌊pi/q⌋
= ⌊pd/q⌋+ ⌊pi/q⌋ + ⌊{pd/q}+ {pi/q}⌋ − ⌊pi/q⌋
= ⌊pd/q⌋+ ⌊{pd/q}+ {pi/q}⌋.
Thus, we obtain the part (1) of the following lemma. For part (2), pick i = q if w ∤ q
and, otherwise, pick i ∈ Z with pi ≡ 1 mod q.
Lemma 4.1. We have s = ⌊pd/q⌋. Moreover, si = s if and only if {pd/q}+ {pi/q} < 1.
In particular,
(1) if pd ≡ −1 mod q then si = s if and only if i ∈ qZ;
(2) if pd 6≡ −1 mod q or w ∤ q then si = s and w ∤ i for some i ∈ Z. 
We can now characterize the case where (b) and (4.7) both hold explicitly as follows.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that both (b) and (4.7) hold. Then pd ≡ −1 mod q and w ∤ q.
Proof. We treat both the case w 6= 0 and w = 0 simultaneously. Note that, in the latter
case, w ∤ i is equivalent to i 6= 0 for i ∈ Z.
Let i = q, then mi = p, and si = s by Lemma 4.1. Then condition (4.8) reads
(4.9) ordg(g
s(qα′ − pσ′(g)/g)) ≥ 0
This inequality tells us that w ∤ q. In fact, if w | q, we would have ordg(−pgsσ′(g)/g) ≥
0. By (b), this would force w | p. However, p and q should have no common factor
according to our initial choice.
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Suppose {pd/q} 6= (q − 1)/q. Take an integer i such that pi ≡ 1 mod q. Such an
integer exists because p and q are coprime. According to Lemma 4.1, si+qj = s for all
j ∈ Z. Condition (4.8) with i replaced by i+ qj reads
ordg(g
s((i+ qj)α′ −mi+qjσ
′(g)/g)) ≥ 0.
Comparing with (4.9) implies that
(4.10)
mi+qj
i+ qj
=
p
q
in k for all j ∈ Z such that w ∤ (i+ qj).
Since w ∤ q, there exists a j such that w ∤ (i+ qj). Thus the content of condition (4.10)
is non vacant.
Using the definition mi+qj = ⌊p(i+ qj)/q⌋ and simplifying the above equation, we get
pi/q − ⌊pi/q⌋ = 0 in Fw ⊂ k.
This equation tells us that pi− q⌊pi/q⌋ is a multiple of w in Z. However pi− q⌊ p
q
i⌋ = 1
by our choice of i. This is a contradiction. 
There is also an inverse construction. Suppose pd ≡ −1 mod q and w ∤ q. Given a
σ′ ∈ Derk Bg with the additional properties (4.6) and (b), we can choose any
(4.11) α′ :=
p
q
σ′(g)
g
+ g−sa, a ∈ B,
and lift σ′ to δ′ = σ′ + α′T∂T . The condition (4.7) is satisfied because when i ∈ qZ the
left hand side of (4.7) is g−sa by our choice of α′. If on the other hand i /∈ qZ we have
si > s according to Lemma 4.1; consequently, using (b),
ordg(g
si(iα′ −miσ
′(g)/g)) ≥ min{ordg(g
siσ′(g)/g), ordg(g
siα′)} ≥ 0.
It is time to explain the geometric meaning of this construction. Condition (4.6) tells
us that restricting π∗Ψ from (3.3) to (π∗ΘC)d|U induces a morphism
(4.12) ψU : (π∗ΘC)d|U → ΘU(sV ), δ 7→ σ
′ = π∗Ψ(T
−dδ).
Lemma 4.2 combined with the above inverse construction shows that ψU is surjective
if and only if pd ≡ −1 mod q and w ∤ q. If this numerical condition is not satis-
fied, then condition (a) must hold and we see that the image of ψU is contained in
DerU(− log V )(sV ). The morphism is in fact surjective since for a given σ
′ satisfying (a)
we can lift it to a section of (π∗ΘC)d on U by choosing any
(4.13) α′ ∈ g−sB
and δ′ according to (4.2). This lift apparently satisfies condition (4.7).
Summarizing the above, we have
Proposition 4.3. Let s = ⌊pd/q⌋ and w = ch(k). Then there is a short exact sequence
based on the following numerical conditions. If pd ≡ −1 mod q and w ∤ q, then
(4.14) 0 // OU(sV )
ϕU
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
ψU
// ΘU(sV ) // 0.
If pd ≡ −1 mod q and w | q, then
0 // OU(sV + V )
ϕU
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
ψU
// DerU(− log V )(sV ) // 0.
Otherwise,
0 // OU(sV )
ϕU
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
ψU
// DerU(− log V )(sV ) // 0.
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Proof. It remains to determine the kernel of ψU . To this end, let δ ∈ kerψU . By (4.12),
this means that σ′ = 0. By condition (4.7), it follows that
(4.15) iα′ ∈ g−siB, for all i ∈ Z.
If pd ≡ −1 mod q and w | q, then (4.15) implies α′ ∈ g−s−1B by Lemma (4.1).(1). In all
other cases, (4.15) implies α′ ∈ g−sB by Lemma (4.1).(2). This shows that
(4.16) ϕU : α
′ 7→ αT∂T = π∗Φ(T
dα′)
induced by π∗Φ is the kernel of ψU . 
Remark 4.4. In the case where D is a Cartier divisor and w = ch(k) = 0, we obtain an
exact sequence
0 // OU(sD)
ϕU
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
ψU
// ΘU(sD) // 0.
similar to the sequence (4.14), without having to assume each irreducible component of D
is Cartier. To see this, let g ∈ Q(B) be a defining equation for D and read the preceding
arguments in this section with V = D and p = q = 1. Note that, in this case, mi = i
and si = s for all i ∈ Z and hence (4.7) reduces to a single condition giving the lift as in
(4.11).
Finally, we deal with the general case where D has multiple components as in (2.1).
Definition 4.5. For each d ∈ Z and w = ch(k), define Weil divisors
WD,d :=
∑
pV d≡−1 mod qV
and w|qV
V, LD,d :=
∑
pV d6≡−1 mod qV
or w|qV
V.
Note WD,d = 0 if w = 0 and that LD,d is reduced effective as required in Definition 3.5.
Remark 4.6.
(1) In part (A) (B) of Demazure’s construction (see §2), one can choose different
homogeneous rational T ∈ Q(A), resulting in different Q-ample Q-Cartier divisors D.
However, the divisors WD,d and LD,d in Definition 4.5 are independent of this choice.
To see that one uses the fact that div(f) in (2.8) has integer coefficients which do not
contribute to WD,d and LD,d.
(2) By definition,
OX(dD − LD,d) = OX(dD −D
′), D′ :=
∑
V
(1− 1/qV )V.
The divisor D′ occurs in Watanabe’s formula relating the canonical module KA of A to
the canonical divisor KX of X ,
KA =
⊕
i∈Z
H0(X,OX(KX +D
′ + iD)).
In case X is a regular curve, we have
DerX(dD − logLD,d) ∼= ΘX(dD − LD,d) ∼= OX(−KX −D
′ + dD)
and a generalized (short exact) Euler sequence was described already by Wahl (see
[Wah15, Prop. 3.1, Proof of Thm. 3.3]. However, the first isomorphism above is a special
feature of this case.
Proposition 4.7. There is a short exact sequence
0 // OU(dD +WD,d)
ϕU
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
ψU
// DerU(dD − logLD,d) // 0.
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Remark 4.8. In particular, in case D = p
q
V , OU(dD+WD,d) = OU(sV +WD,d) which re-
duces to OU(sV ) or OU(sV +V ) depending on the numerical conditions in Proposition 4.3.
Similarly, OU(dD − LD,d) = OU(sV − LD,d) and hence
DerU(dD − logLD,d) = DerU(sV − logLD,d) = DerU(− logLD,d)(sV )
by Definition 3.5 and Lemma 3.7. Again this reduces to either ΘU(sV ) orDerU(− log V )(sV )
depending on the numerical conditions in Proposition 4.3. For this reason the sequence
in Proposition 4.7 unifies the three sequences in Proposition 4.3.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. We need to first establish the existence of the morphisms ϕU
and ψU . We denote the irreducible components and coefficients of D by
D =:
∑
i
pi
qi
Vi.
There exists an affine open covering of U ′ = U \
⋃
i 6=j Vi ∩ Vj by Ui := U \
⋃
i 6=j Vj . On
each Ui, D has only one irreducible component. Therefore, according to Remark 4.8, we
have an exact sequence on each Ui,
0 // OUi(dD +WD,d)
ϕUi
// (π∗ΘC)d|Ui
ψUi
// DerU(dD − logLD,d)|Ui // 0.
These exact sequences glue to an exact sequence on U ′ because all ϕUi and ψUi are induced
by Φ and Ψ from (3.3) via (4.12) and (4.16). By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.7, pushing forward
along i : U ′ → U yields a left exact sequence
0 // OU(dD +WD,d)
i∗ϕU′
// (π∗ΘC)d|U
i∗ψU′
// DerU(dD − logLD,d)|U .
We define ϕU and ψU by i∗ϕU ′ and i∗ψU ′ , respectively.
To check surjectivity of the map ψU , it suffices to construct a lift along ψU for any
σ ∈ H0(U,DerU(dD − logLD,d)).
Let gi be the defining equation for Vi and denote by
s(i) := min{⌊
(j + d)pi
qi
⌋ − ⌊
dpi
qi
⌋ | j ∈ Z} = ⌊
pid
qi
⌋
the “s” for the basic case D|Ui =
pi
qi
Vi ∩ Ui (see (4.3) and (4.5)). Restricting to Ui, we
find
(4.17) ordgi(σ(b)) ≥ −s
(i)
all b ∈ B and all i (see (a) and (b)). We consider δ := σ + αT∂T ∈ Derk(K(C)) where
(4.18) α :=
∑
i
αi, αi :=
{
pi
qi
σ(gi)
gi
, if pid ≡ −1 mod qi and w ∤ qi,
0, otherwise.
Regrouping the terms of α′ = T−dα as
α′ = α′i +
∑
i 6=j
α′j
and using (4.17), we see that α′|Ui has the shape required in (4.11) and (4.13) and hence
δ ∈ H0(Ui, (π∗ΘC)d) by (the proof of) Proposition 4.3. Thus, δ ∈ H
0(U ′, (π∗ΘC)d) =
H0(U, (π∗ΘC)d) by gluing and Lemma 3.2. By construction and (4.12), δ lifts the given
σ proving surjectivity of ψU . 
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Remark 4.9. In the special case q = 1, it is clear from our construction that
(π∗ΘC)d2 |U = (π∗ΘC)d1 |U ⊗OU OU((d2 − d1)D).
5. Generalized Euler sequence
We can now globalize our local construction from §4.
Proposition 5.1. Denote by Z := X \ Xreg the complement of the regular part of X.
Then, for each d ∈ Z, there is an exact sequence
(5.1)
0 // OX(dD +WD,d) // (π∗ΘC)d // DerX(dD − logLD,d) // H
2
Z(OX(dD +WD,d))
whose first three terms are coherent reflexive OX-modules.
Proof. Denote by i : Xreg →֒ X the inclusion. By Proposition 4.7,
(5.2) 0→ i∗OX(dD +WD,d)→ i
∗(π∗ΘC)d → i
∗ DerX(dD − logLD,d)→ 0
is exact. Applying i∗ yields
0→ i∗i
∗OX(dD +WD,d)→ i∗i
∗(π∗ΘC)d → i∗i
∗ DerX(dD − logLD,d)→ · · ·(5.3)
· · · → R1i∗i
∗OX(dD +WD,d).
By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7, (π∗ΘC)d and DerX(dD − logLD,d) are coherent reflexive OX-
modules. By Lemma 3.1, F = i∗i∗F for any coherent reflexive OX-module and, by
[Har67, Cor. 1.9], R1i∗i
∗ = H 2Z . This turns (5.3) into (5.1). 
Motivated by Lemma 3.3, we would like to derive a short exact sequence of global
sections from (5.1). This is possible in case OX(dD +WD,d) has sufficient depth. Re-
stricting ourselves to the case where WD,d = 0, we are concerned with the depth of
OX(dD) ∼= OX(d). Watanabe [Wat81, Rem. (2.11)] showed that X is Cohen–Macaulay if
A is so. More generally, Flenner [Fle81b, (2.3) Kor.] showed that Serre’s condition (Sℓ)
passes from Γ to X . We extend his result to OX(i) as follows.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a finitely generated positively graded algebra over a field k of
characteristic ch k = 0. Let f ∈ Ad be a non zero divisor. If A satisfies Serre’s condition
(Sℓ) then the same holds true for the (Af )0-modules (Af )i = (A(i)f )0 where i ∈ Z.
Proof. Clearly (Af )i ⊗k k¯ ∼= ((A ⊗k k¯)f⊗1)i and A satisfies (Sℓ) if and only if A ⊗k k¯
does. We may therefore assume that k = k¯. Let Zd be the cyclic group of order d. For
any k[Zd]-module M we denote by M
i¯ the eigenspace for the character 1¯ 7→ ζ id where
ζd ∈ k is a primitive d-th root of unity. Setting Ai ⊂ A
i¯, A becomes a k[Zd]-module.
Since f ∈ Ad is Zd-invariant, there is an induced action on B := A/〈f − 1〉. One easily
shows (see [Dol03, Thm. 3.1]) that B, and hence each B i¯, is a finitely generated module
over the finitely generated k-algebra B0¯. By [Fle81b, §2], B is (Sℓ) and B
0¯ = (Af)0;
analogously, B i¯ = (Af )i. For p ∈ SpecB
0¯, (B i¯)p ∼= (Bp)
i¯. We may therefore assume
that B0¯ is local with maximal ideal m. The primes over m are conjugates under Zd. In
fact, assume that there are two invariant non-empty sets {pi} and {qj} of primes over
m. Then prime avoidance yields an element b ∈
⋂
i pi \
⋃
j qj. Its norm b0 =
∏
i¯∈Zd
i¯.b
has the same property and b0 ∈ pi ∩ B
0¯ = m ⊂ qj, contradicting to b0 6∈ qj. It follows
the dimBp = dimB
0¯ for all m ⊂ p ∈ SpecB. By [BH93, Prop. 1.2.10.(a)] and since B is
(Sℓ),
grade(mB,B) = min{depthBp | m ⊂ p ∈ SpecB} ≥ min{ℓ, dimB
0¯}
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Now we apply the argument from the proof of [Fog81, Prop. 1]: If b ∈ mB is B-regular,
then its norm b0 =
∏
i¯∈Zd
i¯.b is B-regular and b0 ∈ mB ∩B
0¯ = m. Moreover, (B/Bb0)
0¯ =
B0¯/B0¯b0 using the Reynolds operator (which is defined due to the hypothesis ch k = 0).
By [BH93, Prop. 1.2.10.(d)] and induction, it follows that
grade(m, B) = grade(mB,B) ≥ min{ℓ, dimB0¯}.
Since B ∼=
⊕
i¯∈Zd
B i¯ as B0¯-module, any B-regular sequence in m is also B i¯-regular. Thus,
grade(m, B i¯) ≥ grade(m, B) ≥ min{ℓ, dimB0¯} ≥ min{ℓ, dimB i¯}. 
Proposition 5.3. If ch k = 0 then global sections of (5.1) form a short exact sequence
0 // H0(X,OX(d)) // (Derk A)d // H0(X,DerX(dD − logLD,d)) //❴❴❴ 0,
with the dashed arrow if A is (S3) and X is (R2) of dimension dimX ≥ 2.
Proof. The first claim follows from Proposition 5.1 using Lemma 3.3. Now assume the
additional hypotheses. Since dimX ≥ 2 and A is (S3), we have depthA ≥ 3 and
hence H1(X,OX(d)) = 0 for all d ∈ Z by [Wat81, Cor. 2.3]. Since X is (R2), we
have codimX Z ≥ 3. We may therefore assume that dimX ≥ 3 as otherwise Z = ∅. By
Lemma 5.2, OX(d) is (S3) and, in particular, depthZ OX(d) ≥ 3. By [Har67, Thm. 3.8],
this gives H iZ(OX(d)) = 0 and hence the second claim. 
For the remainder of the section, we assume that X is regular, that WD,d = 0, and
that LD,d is a free divisor. In this case, (5.1) is a short exact sequence whose extension
class can be described explicitly. Due to the first two hypotheses, the sequence reads
(5.4) 0 // OX(dD)
ϕ
// (π∗ΘC)d
ψ
// DerX(dD − logLD,d) // 0.
By definition, the extension class of a short exact sequence of OX-modules
(5.5) 0→ F → E → G → 0
is the image of the identity morphism under the connecting homomorphism
(5.6) HomOX (F ,F )
∂
// Ext1OX (G ,F );
it parametrizes extensions (5.5) of F by G up to isomorphism. As one derives from
the spectral sequence associated to the composition of functors HomOX (−,−) = H
0 ◦
H omOX (−,−), the target of (5.6) fits into an exact sequence
0→ H1(X,H om(G ,F ))→ Ext1OX (G ,F )→ H
0(X, Ext1OX (G ,F ))→ · · ·(5.7)
· · · → H2(X,H om(G ,F ))→ 0.
Due to the hypotheses DerX(− logLD,d) is locally free and, by Lemma 3.7.(2) and Re-
mark 3.6,
H omOX (DerX(dD − logLD,d),OX(dD))
∼= H omOX (DerX(− logLD,d)(dD),OX(dD))
∼= H omOX (DerX(− logLD,d),OX)
∼= Ω1X(logLD,d).
It follows from (5.7) that the extension class of the sequence (5.4) is the image of 1 ∈
H0(X,OX) inH
1(X,Ω1X(logLD,d)) under the connecting homomorphism in the long exact
cohomology sequence associated to the dual sequence
(5.8)
0← H omOX (OX(dD),OX(dD))← H omOX ((π∗ΘC)d,OX(dD))← Ω
1(logLD,d)← 0.
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This image can be described explicitly as a Cˇech cocycle. To this end, take an affine open
covering
X =
⋃
α
Xα
and local defining equations g
(α)
i for Vi on Xα. First, restrict the sequence (5.8) to each
Xα and lift idOXα (dD) to the middle term with the help of the splitting of the sequence
(5.4) on Xα defined by (4.18). Rewriting (4.18), this lift is given explicitly by
δ 7→ ωα(ψ(δ)), ωα :=
∑
pid≡−1 mod qi
pi
qi
dg
(α)
i
g
(α)
i
.
Applying the Cˇech differential to the 0-cocycle (ωα ◦ ψ)α, we obtain a 1-cocycle εD ∈
H1(X,Ω1X) given by
(εD)α,β :=
∑
pid≡−1 mod qi
pi
qi
(
dg
(β)
i
g
(β)
i
−
dg
(α)
i
g
(α)
i
)
(5.9)
“ = d log
∏
pid≡−1 mod qi
(
g
(β)
i
g
(α)
i
) pi
qi
”.
The preceding arguments now prove the following generalization of a result of Wahl
(see [Wah76, Prop. 3.3]).
Proposition 5.4. Assume that X is regular, that WD,d = 0, and that LD,d is a free
divisor. Then the extension class of the short exact sequence (5.4) is the image of εD
under the morphism induced by the natural inclusion Ω1X → Ω
1
X(logLD,d). 
6. Examples
6.1. A normal ICIS with negative derivation. We apply our result to a graded
isolated complete intersection singularity with negative derivation found in [GS14]. Let
P = k[x1, . . . , x6] be the graded polynomial algebra with weights w = (8, 8, 5, 2, 2, 2) on
the variables x1, . . . , x6. The weighted homogeneous polynomials
g1 :=x1x4 + x2x5 + x
2
3 − x
5
4,
g2 :=x1x5 + x2x6 + x
2
3 + x
5
6
of degree 10 define a 4-dimensional graded isolated complete intersection singularity A :=
P/〈g1, g2〉 with a derivation
(6.1) η :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂1 ∂2 ∂3
x4 x5 2x3
x5 x6 2x3
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 2x3(x5 − x6)∂1 − 2x3(x4 − x5)∂2 + (x4x6 − x25)∂3
of degree −1. Consider the corresponding 3-dimensional projective k-variety X :=
ProjA ⊂ Pwk . By Delorme’s reduction [Del75, 1.3. Prop.] (see also [Dol82, 1.3.1. Prop.]),
the second Veronese subring of P is the polynomial subring P (2) = k[x1, x2, y, x4, x5, x6]
where y = x23 is a new variable of weight 10. Because g1 and g2 are contained in P
(2), the
second Veronese subring of A is
A(2) = P (2)/〈g1, g2〉
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where
g1 =x1x4 + x2x5 + y − x
5
4,
g2 =x1x5 + x2x6 + y + x
5
6.
Since y occurs as a linear term of g1 and g2, there is an isomorphism
A(2) = P (2)/〈g1 − g2, g1〉 ∼= P
(2)/〈g, y〉 = k[x1, x2, x4, x5, x6]/〈g〉 ∼= P
′/〈g〉 =: A′
where
g := g1 − g2 = x1x4 − x1x5 + x2x5 − x2x6 − x
5
4 − x
5
6
and P ′ := k[x1, x2, x4, x5, x6] is the polynomial ring with weights renormalized to w
′ =
4, 4, 1, 1, 1. Then we have
X = ProjA ∼= ProjA(2) ∼= ProjA′.
Thus, A′ is a graded isolated hypersurface singularity and we can consider X ⊂ Pw
′
k .
In particular,
(6.2) Xsing ⊆ V (x4, x5, x6).
In order to pass to the chart x1 = 1 we introduce a 4th root of x1 and divide g by its 5th
power. As a result we obtain
g = (1− x44)x4 − (1− x2)x5 − (x2 + x
4
6)x6.
Then X|x1=1 is the quotient of the affine k-variety defined by g by the cyclic group µ4
acting diagonally on x4, x5, x6. Unless x2 = 1, g serves to eliminate x5 and hence, using
the notation from [Kol07, §2.4],
X|x1=16=x2
∼= (A1k \ {0})× (A
2
k/
1
4
(1, 1))
corresponding to variables x2, x4, x6. An analogous argument applies to the chart x2 = 1.
Therefore, (6.2) is an equality
Xsing = V (x4, x5, x6).
In particular, codimX X
sing = 2 and X is not (R2).
Following Demazure’s construction (see [Dem88, (2.6) Lem. (iii), (2.10)]), one can
choose T = x3/x
2
4 and hence D =
1
2
V (x3) − 2V (x4). In particular, LD,−1 = 0 (see
Definition 4.5). Since H0(X,OX(−1)) = 0, Proposition 5.3 serves to interpret
η ∈ H0(X,DerX(−D)).
6.2. A nonsingular plane conic. In this section, we compute explicitly the sheaves
MD,d = (π∗ΘC)d on the toy model (X,D) where X = P1k with OX(D) = OX(2). The
section ring is isomorphic to the subring
A := k[x2, xy, y2] ⊂ k[x, y],
where the generators x2, xy, y2 all have degree 1. We see that y−1∂x is a derivation of
degree −1 if ch(k) = 2. This can also be seen by passing to the isomorphic ring
A ∼= k[x, z, y]/
〈
z2 − xy
〉
where the degrees of x, y, z are all 1. There is no derivation of degree −1 if ch(k) 6= 2,
but ∂z is such a derivation if ch(k) = 2.
We follow closely the idea used in our construction of the generalized Euler sequence.
In Demazure’s construction (see §2), one has to choose a homogeneous fraction of degree
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1 in K(C), and uses it to define an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor. We choose T = xy for
our purpose and pass to the isomorphic ring
k(t, T ) ⊃ k[tT, T,
T
t
] ∼= A, T 7→ xy, t 7→
x
y
.
In this particular model for the section ring A, deg t = 0, deg T = 1, and t is the parameter
for P1k. The ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on P
1
k is defined by div(T ) = π
−1(D). It is
clear that
D = {0}+ {∞}
because xy = 0 implies either x = 0 or y = 0.
We use the standard affine cover of P1k by U1 = Spec k[t] and U2 = Spec k[s] with gluing
given by s = 1
t
. Correspondingly, the cylinder C is covered by Ci = π
−1(Ui), i = 1, 2. We
have C1 = Spec k[t][
T
t
, t
T
] and C2 = Spec k[s][
T
s
, s
T
]. Notice in particular that
k[tT, T,
T
t
] = k[t][
T
t
,
t
T
] ∩ k[s][
T
s
,
s
T
],
so a degree-−1 derivation on A is simultaneously a degree-−1 derivation on both C1 and
C2.
Let us find the specific form of degree-−1 derivations on C1. Given such a derivation
δ, we write Tδ = σ′ + α′T∂T as in §4. Since δ is of degree −1, it must take the degree n
part of k[t][T
t
, t
T
] into its degree n− 1 part. In other words,
δ(tℓ(
T
t
)n) ∈ k[t] · (
T
t
)n−1, for all n ∈ Z.
Using the decomposition of δ, we get
σ′(t)t−1 ∈ k[t], n · (
α′
t
−
σ′(t)
t2
) ∈ k[t], for all n ∈ Z.
The set of pairs (σ′(t), α′) satisfying this condition is a free k[t]-module of rank 2 with
basis (t, 1) and (t2, 0). Therefore, the OU1-module (π∗(ΘC))−1|U1 is free of rank 2 with
basis t
T
∂t+∂T and
t2
T
∂t. Symmetrically, one can find that (π∗(ΘC))−1|U2 is free with basis
s
T
∂s + ∂T and
s2
T
∂s. How do these bases glue on U1 ∩ U2? If ch(k) = 2, we see that
t
T
∂t + ∂T = (
t
T
∂ts)∂s + ∂T = −
s
T
∂s + ∂T =
s
T
∂s + ∂T ,
t2
T
∂t =
t2
T
(∂ts)∂s = −
1
T
∂s = −s
−2(
s2
T
∂s) = s
−2(
s2
T
∂s).
So the two pieces glue like OX ⊕ OX(−2). If ch(k) 6= 2, we can use the modified basis
t
T
∂t + ∂T , t(
t
T
∂t + ∂T )− 2
t2
T
∂t = −
t2
T
∂t + t∂T
on U1, and correspondingly the basis
s
T
∂s + ∂T , −
s2
T
∂s + s∂T
on U2. Changing coordinate on P
1
k from t to s, we see that
t
T
∂t + ∂T = −
s
T
∂s + ∂T = s
−1(−
s2
T
∂s + s∂T ),
−
t2
T
∂t + t∂T =
1
T
∂s +
1
s
∂T = s
−1(
s
T
∂s + ∂T ).
So this time the two pieces glue like OX(−1)⊕ OX(−1).
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We summarize the computation as follows
Proposition 6.1. For X = P1k, L
∼= OX(2), we have
MD,0 ∼=
{
OX(2)⊕ OX , if ch(k) = 2,
OX(1)⊕ OX(1), if ch(k) 6= 2.
The generalized Euler sequence
0→ L d → MD,d → ΘP1 ⊗OX L
d → 0
is obtained by twisting the 0th sequence by the dth power of L .
Proof. We showed above that MD,−1 ∼= OX⊕OX(−2) and MD,−1 ∼= OX(−1)⊕OX(−1) in
the case that ch(k) = 2 or otherwise. The remaining argument follows from Remark 4.9.

Remark 6.2. The splitting of the short exact sequence in Proposition 6.1 in case ch(k) = 2
was observed already by Wahl (see [Wah76, Rem. (3.4)]). It also follows from Proposi-
tion 5.4 since ds
s
− dt
t
= 2ds
s
= 0.
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